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Project Overview

PROJECT :

Location
Fallsburg, NY

Date
Winter '24

Category
Theatre

Partner
Keyboard Consultants
Pantel Electric
Northeast Stage

Fallsburg Central School District sought to revitalize Fallsburg Junior
Senior High School's theater technology, aiming to enhance
performance capabilities while aligning with modern standards. 
PureTek Group delivered a comprehensive solution, encompassing
upgraded theatrical infrastructure, stage lighting, moving lights, house
lighting, and audio-visual integration. The installation of cutting-edge
RGBW Fin Lighting transformed the auditorium ambiance, while moving
lights provided dynamic effects, including customizable school logo
projections. Fallsburg Junior Senior High School now boasts a state-of-
the-art theater equipped with advanced controls, LED fixtures, and an
intercom system, enhancing both performances and safety. Delighted
with the end result, the client commended PureTek Group's meticulous
attention to detail and commitment to exceeding expectations.

RGBW Fin Lighting
The installation of RGBW Fin Lighting introduces captivating effects to the
auditorium, enhancing ambiance and mood. These DMX-addressable
fixtures seamlessly integrate with performance lighting controls, offering
versatile color wash control during events. The low-profile design ensures
unobtrusive aesthetics, while the vibrant illumination accentuates the
architectural features of the space.

Moving Lights
Moving Lights revolutionize the stage experience with dynamic lighting
effects that highlight performers and engage audience members. Equipped
with custom school logo gobos, these lights can project intricate designs
and effects, adding depth and immersion to performances. With their
versatility and precision control, moving lights elevate the visual impact of
productions, creating captivating moments that leave a lasting impression
on audiences.

THEATER UPGRADE
FALLSBURG HIGH SCHOOL 

Dr. Ivan Katz, Superintendent
FALLSBURG CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT, NY 

An upgrade like this allows our kids to have
their senses delighted by the performances
and events that will take place in this very
room.  We are also looking forward to the

various concerts and academic ceremonies
that will benefit greatly from the upgrades in

lighting and audio in this auditorium. 
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